Alzheimer's disease (AD) is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders in the elderly. Although the mechanisms underlying AD neurodegeneration are not fully understood, it is well recognized that inflammation plays a crucial role in the initiation and/or deterioration of AD neurodegeneration. Increasing evidence suggests that different cytokines, including interleukins, TNF-α, TGF-β and IFN-γ, are actively participated in AD pathogenesis and may serve as diagnostic or therapeutic targets for AD neurodegeneration. Here, we review the progress in understanding the important role that these cytokines or neuroinflammation has played in AD etiology and pathogenesis.
Background
Dementia has become a global challenge for public health. Currently, over 40 million people worldwide live with this condition and this number would double by 2030 and more than triple by 2050 [1] . Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most prevalent cause of dementia, characterized by progressive cognitive and functional impairments and as well as memory deterioration. Although much effort has been made in the past several decades to uncover the mechanism of AD pathogenesis and to further translate these findings into the clinic, there are still no mechanism-based treatments approved for this devastating disease and the current therapies only provide transient symptomatic release.
The two most well-known pathological hallmarks of AD are extracellular amyloid plaques comprised of aggregated Aβ, and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) generated by hyperphosphorylated microtubuleassociated protein tau. Increasing evidence indicates that neuroinflammation can act as an independent factor at very early stage of AD, where the immune-related genes and cytokines are the key participants.
Cytokines are a heterogeneous group of proteins with molecular weights ranging from 8 to 40 kDa. These multifunctional molecules can be synthesized by nearly all nucleated cells and generally act locally in a paracrine or autocrine manner. Many of them are referred to as interleukins (ILs), indicating that they are secreted by and act on leukocytes. Other important types of cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factors (TNFs), interferons (IFNs) and transforming growth factors (TGFs) that can cause cell death, activate natural killer cells and macrophages, and induce phenotypic transformation and act as a negative autocrine growth factor, respectively. Another member of the big cytokine family is the chemokines, which can attract and activate leukocytes. In view of their relatively exclusive functions, chemokines are usually discussed separately.
As cytokines are rapidly changed in response to infections or trauma, they have been classified as either "pro-inflammatory" or "anti-inflammatory". The balance between the two types of cytokines guarantees immediate elimination of the invading pathogens and the timely withdraw of excessive reaction, which is the key to preventing many diseases including the neurodegenerative diseases. The expression of cytokine receptors is temporally and spatially regulated in the central nervous system (CNS) [2] , and they are closely involved in cell proliferation, gliogenesis, neurogenesis, cell migration, apoptosis, and synaptic release of neurotransmitters [3, 4] .
Cytokines have attracted much attention towards their exact roles in different stages of AD and the possibility for therapeutics. However, cytokines levels detected in AD patients were inconsistent among different research groups, while regulating the expression of cytokines in AD animal models yielded unexpected results as well. Here, we will focus on the most extensively studied cytokines, including ILs, TNF-α, TGF-β and IFN-γ, looking for the commonness, reasoning the disagreement among recent studies and give suggestions about how to translate these precious findings from the laboratories to the clinic in AD.
Evidence from AD patients
The postmortem analysis of the AD brains has provided pioneering evidence for involvement of inflammation in AD pathology. IL-1β [5] , IL-6 [6] and TGF-β [7] and many other cytokines have been found to accumulate around the amyloid plaques in the brain of AD patients, which led to numerous studies investigating the levels of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines in the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) or serum of patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD. Although results are inconclusive, there appears a trend that proinflammatory (IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α) and anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra), IL-10) are both elevated in the CSF and plasma of AD patients [8] . The alterations of cytokine levels reflect the disturbance of immune system in AD, however, the evidence from the body fluid is insufficient to decide whether these changes are a initiating or secondary event of the disease, thus more approaches should be adopted to illustrate a more reliable picture for the role of cytokines.
Although the established genetic causes such as gene mutations encoding amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenelin 1 (PSEN1) and PSEN2 are only dominant to a minority of familial type of AD, these risk genes have deepened our understanding of AD mechanisms in many aspects. For instance, the heterozygous rare variants in gene coding triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) increases risk of AD with an unfavorable inflammatory condition for Aβ clearance [9] , thus shedding a light on the possible initiating role of inflammation in AD pathogenesis.
To date, at least 23 cytokine polymorphisms involving 13 types of cytokines have been identified to be associated with AD. Based on the following three conditions (1) having polymorphisms that are significantly associated with AD, (2) having corresponding genotype/phenotype data, and (3) having previous records of the changed levels in AD patients, these cytokines can be divided into five groups as follows: (i) Cytokines like IL-1β, IL-6, IL-18 and TNF-α have the above three conditions. (ii) Cytokines like IL-4, IL-12, IL-23 and IFN-γ have the first two conditions but have no level change or the related data in AD, demanding new strategies to measure the cytokine level in AD patients, especially in those with the polymorphisms. (iii) Cytokines like IL-10 have conditions 1 and 3, calling for future studies. (iv) Cytokines like IL-1ra and TGF-β only meet condition 3 but have numerous evidence from both in vivo and in vitro studies, indicating that the genetic factor may not be crucial for their actions in AD or need further studies. (v) Cytokines like IL-16, IL-15 and IL-17 that either only have condition 1 or lack all three conditions still needs more evidence to confirm their involvement in AD.
Although many studies have discussed the polymorphismrelated cytokine level changes, the data are mostly referenced from other research fields than AD, such as cancer. The direct evidence for the cytokine levels in different populations is also not convincing enough to draw a definite conclusion.
In the subgroup meta-analysis of cytokine polymorphisms, many grouping factors could decrease heterogeneity and improve significance, such as races [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , apolipoprotein E (ApoE) ε4 allele and time of AD onset. As for races, it is rare to find significance in Asian and Caucasian populations, and in more extreme cases, a polymorphism indicates higher risk of AD in a population while shows lower risk in the other [12, 13] . This may be a result of the different frequencies of the polymorphism between different races and interplay of the variant with other unknown race-specific genes, or even with the environment. Of course, the influence from limited sample size of certain population cannot be excluded [15] . ApoE ε4 allele, the widely recognized late-onset AD triggering factor, is associated with at least 5 cytokine polymorphisms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , indicating a potential synergistic interaction between them. ApoE ε4 can modify AD risk in patients with diabetes or cardiovascular disease, which could be attributable to related hyperlipidemia and hypercholesterolemia. ApoE4 could also independently cause neurovascular dysfunction through triggering inflammatory cascades [21] . Thus, it would be necessary to know whether cytokines play the initiating or secondary role in the interaction with ApoE. In addition, although few studies clarified the time of AD onset in their samples, it seems from the present studies the alteration cytokine levels have more influence on the late-onset AD (LOAD). As many cytokines have a close interaction with ApoE, whether this potential synergistic effect is the sole reason to the onset-time association deserves further investigation.
When single polymorphism of a cytokine does not always guarantee significance, the haplotype of one or more different types of cytokines may show associations with AD [20, 22, 23] . There is also a positive and linear relation between the numbers of the pro-inflammatory cytokine polymorphisms and AD risk [24] , which suggests that their corresponding proteins might interact with each other in a cumulative manner [25] .
Compared with the widely recognized genetic risk factors like TREM2 or CD33 [26] , the genetic evidence from cytokines may be insufficient to prove that cytokines levels imbalance alone is able to trigger AD. However, a polymorphism of IFN-γ is associated with fast progressing AD makes it certain that cytokines could play an active role in exacerbating the AD course [27] . Together, the cytokine polymorphisms may not markedly assist in predicting AD risk, but they have irreplaceable value in identifying pathways involved in the disorder and potential drug targets. The relationship between cytokines with races and ApoE and some of the AD-related cytokine polymorphisms are summarized in Table 1 .
Cytokines related to AD-like Aβ abnormalities
As one of the most well-known hallmarks of AD, Aβ is actively involved in the neuroinflammation. It is believed that Aβ has a predominant role in launching the detrimental self-exaggerated inflammation process that is responsible for the disease progression. The Aβ peptide is derived from amyloid precursor protein (APP) by sequential cleavages of two membrane-bound proteases. Aβ of different length, especially Aβ 1-42 then form soluble oligomers and fibrils, the latter is the major component of extracellular amyloid plaques. Soluble Aβ can be degraded by various extracellular proteases, while fibrillary Aβ is phagocytosed by microglia, the resident phagocytes of CNS, then enter the endolysosomal pathway [28] . Astrocytes are also capable of degrading Aβ, primarily the cerebrovascular Aβ [29] . The dysregulation of Aβ clearance process resulted from the skewing of microglia or astrocytes to pro-inflammatory state, characterized by elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and compromised ability in Aβ clearance, will lead to Aβ accumulation and a sustained immune activation.
Several environmental factors, including diabetes, obesity, aging that are associated with immune disturbance could trigger the phenotype transformation of glial cells [28] through either direct modulation of the relevant mediators [30] or epigenetic modification [31] . Then, elicited by a self-propagating circle through the interaction between Aβ and pro-inflammatory cytokines [32] [33] [34] , the chronic inflammation state is ultimately independent of the primary stimulus, which is a possible explanation to the failure of anti-amyloid treatment strategies in late stage of AD [35] .
Several anti-TNF-α biologic medications have rescued Aβ deposition, behavioral impairments and inflammation in AD animal models [36] [37] [38] [39] , suggesting that TNF-α is a detrimental factor in AD course and can serve as a reliable AD target. However, hippocampal expression of TNF-α in APP transgenic mice at early stage induced robust glial activation that attenuate Aβ plaques without altering the APP levels [40] . Although there was only a suspicious infiltration of peripheral immune cells, increased major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC-II) cells were detected in the TNF-α expressing mice, indicating an enhanced antigen-presenting efficiency and more frequent communication with infiltrating T cells, which may facilitate Aβ removal.
Several studies indicate that overexpression of IL-1β in APP/PS1 mice reduces Aβ plaque accompanied by an activated population of microglia with greater phagocytosis [41, 42] . It is proposed that this group of microglia might be endogenous Arg-1+ M2a phenotype induced by Th2 cytokines, such as IL-4, secreted by a group of cells recruited to the Aβ plaques during the sustained IL-1β neuroinflammation [42] . The mice deficient in IL-1R had lower recruitment of microglia to amyloid plaques, implying that IL-1β can mediate microglial chemotaxis [43] . Moreover, IL-4 can down-regulate TNF-α and upregulate MHC-II, insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1 and CD36 in microglia [44] , and thus not only decrease the neurotoxicity but also promote the ability of presenting antigen to T cells [45] . Similar results were also seen in IL-6 [46] . These studies indicate that overexpressing proinflmmatory cytokines in CNS may generate Aβ-clearancepromoting effect with a peripheral responses involved. However, it is noteworthy that none of these studies have relevant behavioral results (see Table 2 ), thus we cannot assess the overall result of this type of cytokine modulation. It is reported that chronic neuronal TNF-α expression in 3xTg AD mice led to large amount of neuronal death [47] . Whether the enhanced local inflammation and direct neurotoxicity or periphery-mediated Aβ reduction has larger impact on the cognitive performance needs further studies. Moreover, as the expressions of human APP or tau in AD animal models are driven by various unnatural transgene promoters, the possibility that some anti-cytokine molecules may act through interacting with these regulatory elements cannot be ruled out [37] . Therefore, a critical verification with alternative AD models is needed.
On the other hand, the typical anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4 and IL-10 suppress the inflammation through inhibiting the secretion of IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α by microglia [48] [49] [50] in vitro. In contrast to IL-4 that triggers M2a activation state associated with development of an anti-inflammatory environment and enhanced phagocytosis, IL-10 drives M2c polarization that is associated with deactivation of microglia. Overexpressing IL-10 in several 
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Case-control AD animal models weakened the phagocytosis of soluble Aβ by microglia and exacerbeted Aβ deposits with cognitive impairment [51] [52] [53] . Although inconsistent outcomes do exist, a recent study using IL-10 knockout mice supports the benefit of IL-10 removal. Considering that the IL-10 level increased in AD patients [53] , it appears that the imbalance of pro-and anti-inflammatory activity co-exist in AD. Whether there is a corresponding, sequential transfer of microglia from M1 to M2c or mixed phenotype is unclear. It is also interesting to know whether this kind of transformation indicate exacerbation of the disease and "a point of no return" of the disease. As the previous in vivo studies of IL-10 all gave intervention before the formation of typical AD pathology (see Table 2 ), more data of the IL-10 impact on the late stage of AD is required. The in vivo IL-4 studies generated more controversial results: One shows that overexpression of IL-4 in predeposition phase of AD animal models resulted in attenuation of Aβ pathology and improved behavior [54] , while another one with short-term IL-4 expression in mice exacerbated amyloid deposition [55] . The acute suppression of glial clearance activity due to the relative short duration of IL-4 exposure is a possible explanation to the inconsistency. IL-4 expression initiating time is another major difference of the two studies that worth further investigation. It worth mentioning that a IL-4 study has to be terminated prematurely due to the increased animal death after the intervention [56] . One possible interpretation for the death was the multiple cortex injection sites and resultant higher virus and cytokine load.
TGF-β, an immunosuppressive cytokine which protects neurons against damages, has a complex role in modulating Aβ pathology. Long-term overexpressing TGF-β by astrocytes in transgenic mice led to increased clearance of Aβ plaque by activated microglia [57] and improvement of Aβ-induced behavior impairment [58] . However, TGF-β can also promote astrocytes aggregating around brain microvessels and Aβ deposits on the vascular basement membranes [59] [60] [61] [62] . Therefore, TGF-β can reduce Aβ pathology of brain parenchyma while at the same time cause the blood perfusion impairment in the associated regions.
IFN-γ is a pleiotropic cytokine which has a similar but weaker function to IL-4 in upregulating glial MHC class II [44] , implying an immunosuppressive feature of the cytokine. The level change of IFN-γ in AD patients has not been reported, however, overexpressing IFN-γ results in a significant decrease of Aβ deposits and infiltration of peripheral monocytes [63] , which is consistent to the observations that IFN-γ increases Aβ uptake by microglia and activates microglia to facilitate T cell motility and synapse formation in vitro [64] .
The microglia-derived IL-12 and IL-23 is up-regulated in APP/PS1 transgenic mice and blocking these cytokines reverses the Aβ burden and the cognitive impairment [65] . Another study using accelerated senescence mice (SAMP8) reproduced the results [66] . In addition, a linear correlation of cognitive performance and CSF levels of p40, the common unit of IL-12 and IL-23, in AD subjects further supports the role of IL-12 and IL-23 in AD pathogenesis. IL-18, a member of IL-1 family, was elevated in LPS-stimulated blood mononuclear cells and brains of AD patients, and a significant correlation between IL-18 production and cognitive decline was observed [67, 68] . IL-18 promotes APP processing [69] , tau phosphorylation [70] and can modulate the production of other cytokines [71] . Similarly, another IL-1 family member, IL-33 and its receptor ST2, showed strong expression in the AD brains, and incubation with Aβ increased astrocytic IL-33 expression [72] . The in vivo evidence of IL-18 and IL-33 in AD pathogenesis is currently missing and further studies may also explore whether these cytokines are detectable in CSF or serum of AD.
Cytokines related to AD-like tau abnormalities
Abnormal post-translational modification of tau proteins plays a crucial role in AD neurodegeneration, and hyperphosphorylation is one of them that has been most extensively studied [73, 74] . Accumulating studies suggest that targeting the down-regulated protein phosphatase-2A (PP2A) [75, 76] or up-regulated glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) [77] [78] [79] [80] or modulating the upstream membranous receptors may attenuate tau hyperphosphorylation [81, 82] . Currently, the role of tau in the neuroinflammation process of AD remains poorly understood and is far less studied compared to Aβ. However, the interplay between tau and cytokines has shed a light on the relevant mechanisms.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines have shown a consistent impact on tau pathology. Overexpression of IL-1β in 3xTg AD mice exacerbated tau hyperphosphorylation within one month [41] , while blocking IL-1β signaling via IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) or anti-IL-1β antibody reversed the cognitive impairment with a diminished tau pathology [83, 84] . The decreased activity of IL-1β-dependent tau kinases, such as cyclin-dependent kinase-5 (CDK5)/p25, GSK-3β and p38-mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) contributed to the reduction of phosphorylated tau [41, 83] . Additionally, a recent study showed that microglia can drive tau pathology, pathological tau spreading and memory impairment in the human tau40 mice through a IL-1β-dependent pathway since the inclusion of IL-1ra significantly reduced microglia-induced tau pathology [85] . 3, 6'-dithiothalidomide, a TNF-α-lowering agent, had no effect on total tau levels, but reduced phosphorylated tau in 3xTg AD mice [37] . Another study used a different TNF-α modulator, IDT in the same animal models also reduced paired helical filament tau (PHF-tau) and improved the cognition [39] . Treating hippocampal neurons with physiologic dose of IL-6 exhibited an increase in the amount of hyperphosphorylated tau of AD type, which may be attributed to an increased activity of CDK5/p35 complex [86] .
In primary glial cultures, recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV)-mediated expression of IFN-γ did not alter endogenous tau production or phosphorylation. However, IFN-γ increased hyperphosphorylation and conformational changes of soluble tau in two animal models with tauopathy [87] . In turn, overexpressing tau40 increased secretion of TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10 and NO in rat microglia, which show greater phagocytosis of microspheres [88] . However, the phenotype of the microglia and how this phenotype would influence the Aβ pathology need further studies. Moreover, upregulating PP2A in astrocytes stimulates astrocytes migration via inhibiting p38-MAPK in Tg2576 mice [89] , indicating that the tau-associated pathology may be involved in the impaired Aβ clearance.
It seems that tau pathology can be consequence of the deregulated inflammation, or serve as an inflammation promoter like Aβ to exacerbate inflammation. Nevertheless, to what extent tau may influence the inflammation, and what will be the sum effects of tau, Aβ and inflammation are mostly unknown. Besides, no related studies so far have examined the influence of anti-inflammatory cytokines on tau pathology. Cytokines also have important influence on neuron survival [90] [91] [92] [93] , blood brain barrier (BBB) integrity [94] and other normal physiological events in the CNS [3, 4] , which cannot be reflected in animal models of single type of pathology. Thus, a more careful examination of the current animal models [95] and developing novel models more close to the real pathology of AD are needed [28] .
The adaptive immune system in AD
The most recent evidence has shown presence of a classical lymphatic system in the CNS [96] , suggesting a frequent communication of the immune activities between periphery and the CNS on a regular basis. Over 80 % of the T cells in the CSF are CD4+ that can be classified into four subsets, including type 1 helperinducer T (Th1) cells and Th17 cells defined as proinflammatory; and Th2 cells and regulatory T (Treg) cells defined as anti-inflammatory. The activating state and subtype of T cells in the circulation, CSF and parenchyma are modified in AD patients [97, 98] . In an immune-deficient AD mouse model, lack of T, B, and natural killer cells exhibits an increased Aβ with decreased phagocytic efficiency of microglia and significant elevation of several key pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α [99] . These findings strongly suggest the active involvement of the adaptive immune system in AD pathogenesis.
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of cytokines in mediating the activity of peripheral immune cells in AD. Cytokines can facilitate the peripheral immune cells infiltration into the brain, resulting in direct Aβ phagocytosis by recruiting immune cells or inducing phagocytic activity of other cell types, such as microglia. The choroid plexus (CP) stroma is enriched with CD4+ T cells that are able to produce IL-4 and IFN-γ [98] , and the IFN-γ plays an essential role in assisting leukocyte trafficking [100] . Decreased IFN-γ level in both 5XFAD and APP/PS1 mice were reversed by transient depletion of Treg cells at intermediate stage of AD, which at the same time led to increased leukocyte infiltration and recruitment to Aβ plaques, and attenuation of the AD pathology [101] . However, amplification of Treg cells at early disease stages through peripheral low-dose IL-2 treatment increased numbers of plaqueassociated microglia, and restored cognitive functions in APP/PS1 mice [102] . Therefore, a more careful examination of Treg cells in different stages of the disease may help determining the proper therapeutic strategies.
Furthermore, when co-cultured with Aβ-treated microglia, the secretion of Th1 and Th17 cells increases, which then up-regulates MHC II, co-stimulatory molecules and pro-inflammatory cytokines in microglia [103, 104] , thus improving the efficiency of presenting antigens to the T cells of microglia and enhancing Aβ clearance by both. However, IL-17 and IL-22, which are exclusively produced by Th17 cells, can also cause BBB disruption and infiltration of Th17 cells, but led to a direct injury to the neurons by Th17 cells via Fas/FasL pathway in Aβ-induced AD model rats [105] . In addition, respiratory infection of APP/PS1 mice increased infiltration of IFN-γ + and IL-17 + T cells into the brains of older mice and this was correlated with an increased Aβ level [106] . Together, these studies indicate that future studies should consider the complex interplay among many participants as seen in the real situation of AD.
The basal level of anti-inflammatory cytokines in CSF may help skewing the infiltrating T cells to the Th2 or Treg phenotype in physiological condition [98] . In AD patients, the pro-inflammatory cytokines in CSF increases, which induces more Th1 or Th17 cells that can be detrimental. Several in vivo studies via cerebral ventricles or systemic administration to examine the impact of cytokines or the relevant antibodies on AD pathology (see Table 2 ), the concomitant influence on the transformation of T cells phenotypes and following effects should be taken into consideration for a more reasonable interpretation of the outcomes.
Cytokines as potential biomarkers for AD diagnosis
So far, a CSF signature of low Aβ 1-42 and high tau concentrations and significant retention in PET imaging with amyloid tracers are suggested as the standard diagnostic criteria, with the highest specificity and accuracy [107] . However, lumbar puncture required for CSF has limited its application. Thus, novel biomarkers based on more accessible materials, such as plasma, are attractive in improving AD diagnosis. Several cytokines have shown disease progression-dependent manner, which suggests that cytokines may serve as potential disease predictors. For instance, data collected from a 20-years cohort study demonstrate greater possibility of cognitive impairment in individuals with increased IL-6 [108] . After reviewing 118 research articles and comparing 66 cytokines in plasma or CSF obtained from MCI and AD, it was found that the cytokines increased steadily or had peak level upon the transformation from MCI to AD. This may help predicting the risk of suffering from AD and recognizing AD subgroups, such as IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, IL-18, monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP)-1 and IL-10 [8] . However, in the latest meta-analysis, no significant differences in cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 or TNF-α were found between subjects with MCI and healthy controls, while significant heterogeneity was observed in some comparisons [109] .
Considering the unstable outcome of single cytokine level, combinational use of multiple proteins is a more reasonable approach. However, since the first AD predicting model made up of 18 plasma biomarkers containing multiple cytokines has been proposed [110] , few biomarker sets have shown stable performance and good reproducibility [111, 112] . Nevertheless, by using multiplex assays, two research groups have independently set up a panel of plasma proteins recently. These two panels are of high reproducibility and diagnostic accuracy, which were strongly associated with severity and progression of AD [113, 114] . Although no cytokines were involved in neither of the panels, one of the studies found positive correlations between the biomarkers and some cytokines altered in AD [114] . In addition, after screening 120 inflammatory molecules in CSF and serum of AD, MCI and healthy controls through protein-array analysis, a combination of soluble IL-6 receptor (sIL-6R), tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 (TIMP-1) and soluble TNF-α receptor I (sTNFR-I) in CSF was found to provide the best prediction to AD among other molecules [115] .
Certainly, these results still need further verification by other research groups, while the heterogeneity in BBB integrity, physical state and disease stage of patients should be taken into consideration at the same time [8, 116] . Besides, the lack of standardization of sample collections or detections remains the dominant cause of failure of developing serum-based AD biomarkers. To address this problem, many organizations raise guidelines for standardization of blood-based biomarker studies in AD, covering the pre-blood draw, blood collecting, processing and storage [117] . Furthermore, longitudinal sampling over years [8] is a better approach to eliminate heterogeneity but needs optimization of its feasibility.
Although no evidence supports a direct association of systemic infections with AD [118] [119] [120] , some specific pathogens have been identified as potential risks for AD, such as Herpes simplex virus type 1, Chlamydophila pneumoniae, Helicobacter pylori and periodontal bacteria [121] . A recent study shows that the infection burden (IB) consisting of common pathogens is associated with AD after adjusted for ApoE genotype and various comorbidities. AD patients or healthy controls with more seropositivities have significantly higher serum levels of IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL-6 [122] . As IB is a relatively stable indicator of systemic inflammation burden, the practical value of combinational use of IB with other biomarkers worth further investigations. Overall, single type of biomarker is far from enough to classify all phenotypes and stages of AD, the combination of plasma cytokines and other factor is the most realistic and promising approach to develop convenient and practical plasma biomarkers for AD.
Cytokines as potential targets for AD therapy
The anti-inflammatory therapies using non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were once considered promising. However, after the positive reports from the pioneering randomized trial of indomethacin [123, 124] , the followed trials have not reached a definitive conclusion [28] . Lately, two meta-analyses have been conducted to reevaluate the role of NSAIDs in AD. Although it supported the use of NSAIDs for prevention of AD, there were no positive results from the randomized control trials (RCTs) [125, 126] . Moreover, in a follow-up evaluation study of the randomized AD antiinflammatory prevention trial (ADAPT) and its followup study (ADAPT-FS) that treatment for 1 to 3 years with naproxen, a nonselective cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitor, or celecoxib (a selective COX-2 inhibitor), the results show no prevention for the onset of dementia or no attenuation for the cognitive functions in older adults with a family history of AD [127] . Many reasons to the failure have been proposed, including duration of treatment [127] , ApoE ε4 allele [128, 129] , ages [127] , disease stages [130] and disease progressing speeds [131] . Therefore, long-term and large-scale RCTs based on more tolerable novel NSAIDs are needed for understanding the positive findings from molecular and epidemiologic studies. In the absence of such RCTs, indirect treatment comparisons or mixed treatment comparisons may also help to reach more robust conclusions [125] .
As the broad anti-inflammatory medications are not promising, more specific immune pathways or molecules that are not affected by NSAIDs may be targeted. Etanercept is a TNF-α inhibitor originally used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). A noticeable clinical improvement was observed in AD patients minutes after perispinal administration of etanercept [132] . To explain the rapid effect of etanercept, the authors propose that the vertebral venous system may be an anatomical route to bypass the BBB and to deliver high molecular drugs to the CNS [133] . However, a recent study has challenged this claim, as three radio iodinated drugs including etanercept, were perispinally injected but the drug was not visualized in all but one of the rats using PET [134] . Recent studies indicate that intravenouslyadministered etanercept has no apparent clinical benefit to AD patients, although good tolerability of subcutaneous etanercept over a 24-week period was observed [133, 135] , suggesting better effects by perispinal administrating compared to peripheral route. Together, these studies confirm the pathogenic role of TNF-α in AD and show great potential of anti-TNF-α therapies through various administration routes.
Although targeting cytokines is a relatively new approach compared to other anti-inflammatory therapies in AD, it is noteworthy that a great number of cytokine inhibitors have already been successfully used in the treatments of autoimmune diseases and cancers [136, 137] , and more biologics are under development [138] . Repurposing these drugs in AD treatments could be a reasonable approach. For instance, IL-1ra is decreased in CSF of AD patients [139] and its protecting effect towards AD has been confirmed in animal models [84, 85] . Although there is still no clinical evidence supporting the use of IL-1ra in AD patients, the success in treating RA and cortical infarcts [140] makes it a very promising target in AD treatments. Similarly, p40-neutralizing antibodies, which block the IL-12/ IL-23 signaling pathway, have been approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of psoriasis, thus may be ideal for the initiation of clinical trials [65] .
Besides, indirect approaches such as targeting upstream regulators of the cytokine expression seem also attractive. For instance, the Aβ-dependent induction of IL-1β requires two sequential signals. The first signal is triggered by Aβ binding to the toll-like receptors (TLRs) and leads to the production of IL-1β precursor. The second signal occurs via NLRP3 (NACHT, LRR and PYD domains-containing protein 3) inflammasome activation, which requires cathepsin B leakage from phagolysosomes or mitochondrial damage, and the subsequent reactive oxygen species (ROS) production. Then the NLRP3 inflammasome can activate caspase-1, which processes the pro-IL-1β into its bioactive form [141] . Although there are no FDA-approved drugs that exclusively and specifically target NLRP3, a small molecule inhibitor of NLRP3 has been identified [142] . Therefore, more initiative attempts of repurposing anti-cytokine drugs in AD treatments and more careful assessments of the results may lead to unexpected cheerful outcomes.
Conclusions
The cytokines are involved in various physiological and pathological pathways, therefore, inconsistent results have been observed in AD pathologies and treatment. The present evidence strongly indicates that dysregulation of the cytokines drives pathogenic process primarily through influencing the phenotype of microglia, and coexistence of both pro-inflammatory cytokines and the suppressing state of microglia may represent an irreversible point of the disease. Future studies on AD should extend to more pathogens than Aβ, and investigate the interplay between cytokine and other participators. The genome-wide association studies and the online database analysis will provide continuously updated polymorphism information associated with AD, while development of brain banks is critical for identification of new genes and proteins [143] . Given that increasing studies have proven the role of adaptive immune system in AD, the impact of peripheral T cells and relevant cytokines cannot be ignored in future studies. As the immune events may change during the disease course and the heterogeneity in AD, it is not necessarily that all individuals with AD exhibit neuroinflammation, or at all-time points in the course of the disease. To learn from the existing therapy strategies of other related inflammatory diseases or to develop novel cytokine inhibitors could be reasonable approaches to making progress in AD anti-inflammatory therapies.
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